We derive a criterion for the onset of chaos in systems consisting of two massive, eccentric, coplanar planets. Given the planets' masses and separation, the criterion predicts the critical eccentricity above which chaos is triggered. Chaos occurs where mean motion resonances overlap, as in Wisdom (1980)'s pioneering work. But whereas Wisdom considered the overlap of firstorder resonances only, limiting the applicability of his criterion to nearly circular planets, we extend his results to arbitrarily eccentric planets (up to crossing orbits) by examining resonances of all orders. We thereby arrive at a simple expression for the critical eccentricity. We do this first for a test particle in the presence of a planet, and then generalize to the case of two massive planets, based on a new approximation to the Hamiltonian (Hadden in prep). We then confirm our results with detailed numerical simulations. Finally, we explore the extent to which chaotic two-planet systems eventually result in planetary collisions.
INTRODUCTION
In his proof of the non-integrability of the restricted threebody problem, Poincare (1899) first identified the possibility of dynamical chaos in the motion of planetary systems. This result cast doubt on Laplace and Lagrange's "proof" of the solar system's stability (Laskar 2013) . Eventually, the development of KAM theory (Kolmogorov 1954; Arnold 1963b,a; Moser 1973) led to the understanding that the phase spaces of conservative dynamical systems like the N-body problem are generally an intricate mix of quasi-periodic and chaotic trajectories. However, deducing when particular planetary systems are chaotic or not remains an unsolved problem; the rigorous mathematical results of KAM theory are typically of little practical use when applied to realistic astrophysical cases. One solution is to turn to numerical simulations: the determination of the solar system's chaotic nature was finally made possible with the advent of the computers capable of running simulations spanning billions of years (e.g., Sussman & Wisdom 1988; Laskar 1989; Wisdom & Holman 1991; Sussman & Wisdom 1992; Batygin & Laughlin 2008; Laskar & Gastineau 2009) . A fairly comprehensive global picture of the regular and chaotic regions of phase-space for test-particle orbits in the solar system has since been established by numerical means (Robutel & Laskar 2001) .
The discovery of thousands of exoplanetary systems over the past few decades has renewed interest in understanding chaos and dynamical stability in planetary systems. Most general studies of stability in multi-planet systems have focused on fitting empirical relations to large ensembles of N-body simulations (e.g., Chambers et al. 1996; Faber & Quillen 2007; Smith & Lissauer 2009; Petrovich 2015; Pu & Wu 2015; Tamayo et al. 2016; Obertas et al. 2017) . However, such numerical studies suffer some limitations: the large parameter space of the problem, six dynamical degrees of freedom plus a mass for each planet, severely restricts the extent of any numerical explorations. Additionally, the ages of many exoplanet systems, as measured in planet orbital periods, are frequently orders of magnitude larger than what can feasibly be integrated on a computer so that it is often necessary to extrapolate such numerical results. Perhaps most importantly, empirical fits do not reveal the underlying dynamical mechanisms responsible for chaos and instability. Therefore, analytic results are desirable as a complement to such numerical studies.
The resonance overlap criterion, proposed by Chirikov (1979) (and also Walker & Ford 1969) , provides one of the few analytic tools for predicting chaos in conservative systems. The heuristic criterion states that large-scale chaos arises in the phase space of conservative systems when domains of resonant motion overlap with one another. The criterion was first applied to celestial mechanics by Wisdom (1980) , who derived a criterion for the onset of chaotic motion of a closely spaced test particle in the restricted circular three-body problem. Wisdom's criterion is based on the overlap of first-order mean motion resonances (MMRs). Since then, the criterion has found numerous applications in planetary dynamics (e.g., Holman & Murray 1996; Murray & Holman 1997; Murray & Holman 1999; Mudryk & Wu 2006; Quillen & Faber 2006; Mardling 2008; Lithwick & Wu 2011; Quillen 2011; Quillen & French 2014; Batygin et al. 2015; Ramos et al. 2015; Storch & Lai 2015; Petit et al. 2017 ). Wisdom (1980) 's overlap criterion has been extended to test particles perturbed by an eccentric planet (Quillen & Faber 2006 ) and the case of two massive planets on nearly circular orbits (Deck et al. 2013) . Mustill & Wyatt (2012) derive an analytic criterion for the onset of chaos for an eccentric test particle (δa/a ∝ µ 1/5 e 1/5 ), again based on the overlap of first-order MMR's.
The aforementioned works considered the overlap of MMRs only.
1 As Wisdom (1980) originally demonstrated, the widths of first-order resonances increase with increasing eccentricity so that resonance overlap and chaos is expected to occur at wider spacings for eccentric planets than for nearly circular planets. However, as we demonstrate in this paper, accounting for the contribution of higher-order resonances beyond first order is essential for correctly predicting the onset of chaos when planets have nonnegligible eccentricities.
This paper is organized as follows. We analytically predict the onset of chaos based on the overlap of resonances in Section 2 and compare analytic predictions with numerical integrations in Section 3. We compare the newly derived resonance overlap criterion with other stability criteria in 4.1 and numerically explore the relationship between chaos and instability in 4.2. We conclude in Section 5.
A THEORY FOR THE ONSET OF CHAOS
Here we derive the main result of this paper: the resonance overlap criterion that predicts the critical eccentricity for the onset of chaos, as a function of planet mass and separation. To simplify our discussion, we initially restrict our considerations to an eccentric test-particle subject to a massive exterior perturber on a circular orbit (Sections 2.1-2.4). We then generalize to two planets of arbitrary mass and eccentricity (Section 2.5). This generalization turns out to be surprisingly simple. It is based on the discovery by one of us (Hadden 1 Ramos et al. (2015) refine Wisdom (1980) 's overlap criterion by considering the presence of second-order resonances, though they do not account for the finite width of these resonances. Mardling (2008) develops a criterion for the overlap of N:1 resonances in the general three-body problem to predict chaos in eccentric systems in the widely spaced regime (period ratios P /P > 2), complementary to the closely spaced regime we consider in this paper.
in prep) of a simple approximation to the general two-planet Hamiltonian near resonance.
Resonance Widths
The dynamics of a test-particle near the j: j − k MMR of an exterior circular planet can be approximated by the Hamiltonian H(λ, γ; δΛ, Γ) ≈ δΛ − 3 4 δΛ 2 + 2αµ S j,k (α, e) cos[( j − k)(t − λ) + kγ] ,
which has canonical coordinates λ, γ and momenta δΛ, Γ.
The variables are defined as follows: δΛ = 2 a ares − 1 ≈ a−ares ares where a is the test particle's semimajor axis (and henceforth un-primed orbital elements refer to the test particle); a res is that of nominal resonance, i.e.,
where a is the planet's semimajor axis, and the latter approximation assumes close spacing; λ is the mean longitude; Γ = 2 a ares (1 − √ 1 − e 2 ); γ = −ϖ, where ϖ is the longitude of perihelion; e is the eccentricity; α = a/a ; µ is the ratio of the planet's mass to that of the star; and time units are chosen so that the planet's mean longitude is λ = j−k j t (or equivalently dλ dt = 1 when δΛ = 0 and µ → 0). The above Hamiltonian is standard (e.g., Murray & Dermott 2000) . As is common, we approximate the coefficient of the cosine term, 2µ αS j,k (α, e), as being temporally constant. This "pendulum" approximation (Murray & Dermott 2000) shows good agreement with exact resonance widths computed via numerical averaging methods (e.g., Morbidelli et al. 1995, see Appendix A.3 for comparison) with one notable exception: it does not adequately capture the resonant width of k = 1 resonances at low e ( (µ / j) 1/3 ; see Wisdom 1980) . We discuss the consequences of this shortcoming of the pendulum model below.
The Hamiltonian in Equation (1) can now be transformed with the type-2 generating function
where I = (k − j)δΛ and φ = ( j − k)(t − λ) + kγ. The Hamiltonian H describes a pendulum with a maximal libration halfwidth
or, in terms of semi-major axis,
2.2. The "Close Approximation" for S j,k
The cosine amplitude S j,k (α, e) is often replaced with its leading-order approximation ∝ e k , which is valid at low e (Murray & Dermott 2000) . However, we will consider eccentricities up to
which is the eccentricity at which the particle's orbit crosses the planet's. The leading-order approximation is inadequate at such high e, as we quantify below. Therefore in Appendix A, we derive a more accurate approximation by proceeding as follows: first, we derive an exact expression for S j,k in the form of a one-dimensional definite integral (Eq. A4). However, this integral is both cumbersome and numerically challenging to evaluate at high k. Therefore, we derive a simpler expression under the approximation that the test particle is close to the planet (a /a − 1 1). Under this "close approximation", the integral simplifies considerably, and furthermore it only depends on α, e, and j in the combination e ecross ≈ 3 j 2k e. We thereby find (Eq. A7)
where K 0 is a modified Bessel function. Equation (7) provides an adequate approximation when planet period ratios are P /P 2, generally predicting resonance resonance widths via Equation (5) with 20% fractional errors.
Resonance Overlap
Our criterion for chaos is the overlap of resonances (Chirikov 1979; Wisdom 1980) . With a formula for resonance widths in hand (Equation 5), we examine under what conditions resonances overlap and motion is chaotic. The top panel of Figure 1 plots the locations and widths for all resonances with order k ≤ 7 between the 3:2 and 4:3 MMR's. Resonance widths in Figure 1 are computed using Equation (5) with S j,k computed via Equation (A4). At low e, the resonances are narrow, and there is no overlap. As e increases, the resonances widen (∆a ∝ e k/2 ) and overlap everywhere. At a given a (or P/P ), there is a critical e at which the test particle comes under the influence of two resonances simultaneously and hence becomes chaotic.
Of course, to determine the critical e, one should include the overlap between resonances of all orders, not just k ≤ 7. However, resonances with very high k's will have little effect on the critical e even though there are an infinite number of them. That is because the widths decrease exponentially with increasing k, whereas the number of resonances Figure 1 . Structure of resonances and their overlap between the 3:2 and 4:3 MMRs for a test-particle perturbed by a µ = 10 −5 planet on a circular orbit. Blue separatrices are plotted for resonances up to seventh order. Each panel shows a grid of e/ecross versus P/P , the ratio of periods of the test particle to the planet; note that ecross ≈ 0.25 at these periods. Grid points are colored according to the number of resonances they fall within, accounting for all resonance up to order kmax = 7 in the top panel and kmax = 30 in the bottom panel. Resonance widths are computed with S j,k = s k (Eq. 7) for k > 7 in the bottom panel. Points falling in Noverlap ≥ 2 resonances are predicted to be chaotic based on the resonance overlap criterion. The solid red line marks the e/ecross value where the covering fraction of resonances is unity, i.e., τres = 1 according to Equation (10). The dashed red line marks the estimate of our fitting formula, Equation (15), for τres = 1. Note that the widths of the two k = 1 resonances at the left and right edges of the figure are represented incorrectly near e = 0 due to our adoption of the pendulum approximation. In reality, they are wider than shown at e (µ / j) 1/3 , i.e., at e/ecross 0.05 in this figure. increases only algebraically. The bottom panel of Figure 1 illustrates this by repeating the top panel, but with k ≤ 30. We see that the regions where resonances are significantly overlapped are similar in the two panels.
We estimate the critical e for significant overlap by first evaluating the covering fraction (or "optical depth" τ res ) of resonances in a range δa of semimajor axes, as a function of e. The threshold for overlap will then be the e at which τ res = 1. (This "optical depth" construction is similar to Quillen (2011)'s method for estimating the density of three- P/P' resonance order Figure 2 . The location and order of the non-commensurate mean motion resonances up to seventh order, illustrating how the pattern repeats itself relative to each first-order MMR. Note that each differently colored cluster can be enumerated up to any k using the 'Farey sequence' F k , which is the sequence of reduced fractions between 0 and 1 that have denominators less than or equal to k, e.g., F2 = {0, 1/2, 1} and F3 = {0, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 1}. The resonant period ratios within a cluster that contains the first order J : J − 1 MMR occur at P/P = J−1+r J+r for r ∈ F k . When plotting P/P elsewhere in this paper we stretch the horizontal scale to assign equal measure to each group of resonances associated with a single J. This is done by setting plots' horizontal coordinates uniformly in J = (1 − P/P )
body resonances in systems of three planets.) Now, to determine a convenient range δa, we examine the pattern of noncommensurate MMR's in Figure 2 . We see that the pattern repeats itself relative to each first-order MMR. Therefore, we choose δa to be the distance between neighboring first-order MMR's, or from Equation (2)
where J in the above refers to that of the first order J : J − 1 MMR's. To evaluate the covering fraction of resonances within this semi-major axis range, we assume that the planet and particle are sufficiently close that we can treat e cross as constant over the range. Taking the resonant width ∆a from Equation (5) and using the close approximation of Equation (7) yields with 0 ≤ l ≤ k. Therefore, of the k +1 possible values for l, we should only retain those that are relatively prime to k; otherwise, the numerator and denominator are commensurate, and the period ratio is the same as one of lower-order.
Our resonance overlap criterion, τ res = 1, provides the critical e/e cross for the onset of chaos as a function of µ and a /a. Figure 3 (thick red line) plots the critical eccentricity at which τ res = 1.
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Both spacing and mass determine the critical eccentricity, but only in the combination a −a a /µ 1/4 ; in other words, the relevant spacing is in units of µ 1/4 a rather than, e.g., number of Hill radii (µ 1/3 a ). As is physically plausible, when the planet's mass is very small (µ → 0), the test particle's e must be very close to e cross before chaos is triggered-regardless of spacing. (typical values for systems discovered by the Kepler telescope) have a critical e for chaos of ∼ 0.35e cross ∼ 0.035. (Making both bodies massive-rather than working in the 2 To evaluate the sum in Equation (10) we truncate at a finite value kmax such that, for each e/ecross, the sum increases by no more than 1% upon doubling the number of terms. We find that kmax ≤ 1024 is sufficient for eccentricities e < 0.99ecross. Figure 4 . Onset of resonance overlap, and hence chaos, as a function of perturber mass and planet spacing. The red lines show our overlap criterion from setting τres = 1 in Equation (10) at three values of critical eccentricity, as labeled. The purple line shows the onset of chaos due to the overlap of first-order mean motion resonances at small eccentricity according to Wisdom (1980) 's µ 2/7 criterion. Our overlap criterion, which predicts the critical eccentricity for the onset of chaos, applies below this line. The black dashed line indicates the 2:1 resonance. Since our result for the critical eccentricity shown in Fig. 3 adopts the "close approximation" (see subsection 2.2), it becomes quantitatively incorrect beyond the 2:1. test particle limit-changes this number by of order unity; see Sec. 2.5).
As mentioned above, our overlap criterion ignores the finite width of first-order resonances at small eccentricity. Wisdom (1980) shows that these resonances overlap when a −a a < 1.46µ 2/7 . We plot this critical spacing as the purple line in Figure 4 . Our criterion for the critical eccentricity is only valid below this line, i.e., for masses µ ≤ 0.27
. For larger masses, chaos from first-order resonance overlap is expected at all eccentricities.
Analytical Expressions for the Critical e
While it is straightforward to numerically evaluate Equation (10), it is useful to have an explicit formula for the critical e. To that end, we expand s k at low e, in which limit 
after defining x ≡ e ecross exp(1/6), and replacing the sum with an integral.
3 Inserting this into Equation (10) and solving for the critical value of e that gives τ res = 1, we find e ≈ 0.72e cross exp −1.4µ
Equation (14) is compared with the numerically computed critical eccentricity in Figure 3 . We see that they agree well at e/e cross 0.6, or equivalently for µ a a −a 4 0.03. However, beyond this limit the agreement is poor. For example, in the limit µ → 0 Equation (14) mistakenly predicts that the onset of chaos occurs at e = 0.72e cross rather than the expected limit, e = e cross . The error arises because Equation (11) over-predicts |s k |, and hence resonance widths, for large k when e 0.6e cross . Nonetheless, we obtain an adequate fit to numerical results over the full range of 0 < e < e cross by adopting the functional form of Equation (14) but dropping the factor of 0.72 so that the appropriate µ → 0 limit is recovered. Fitting for a new numerical constant in the exponential, we find that the formula e ≈ e cross exp −2.2µ
plotted in Figure 3 , provides an acceptable approximation for the critical eccentricity yielding relative errors < 10% when a a −a 4 µ < 0.1.
Generalization to two massive planets
We generalize our result for the threshold of chaos to the case of two massive planets, each of which may be eccentric. As will be shown in detail in Hadden (in prep), the resonant dynamics of a massive planet pair can be cast in terms of a pendulum model almost identical to the one used in Section 2.1. The key step is the surprising fact that, to an excellent approximation, the resonant dynamics only depend on a single linear combination of the planet pairs' complex eccentricities, e 1 e iϖ1 and e 2 e iϖ2 , where e i and ϖ i are the eccentricity and longitude of perihelion of the inner (i = 1) and outer . Hence, low-order resonances are the most important ones when e ecross, and higher orders become the dominant ones at higher e.
(i = 2) planet. This represents a nontrivial generalization of a previously-derived result for first-order resonances (Sessin & Ferraz-Mello 1984; Wisdom 1986; Batygin & Morbidelli 2013; Deck et al. 2013) . To oversimplify the results of Hadden slightly for the sake of clarity, the resonance dynamics depends only on the difference in complex eccentricities:
We will refer to Z as the complex relative eccentricity and its magnitude as the relative eccentricity, which we will write as Z ≡ |Z|.
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Resonant widths scale with mass and eccentricity in essentially the same way as in the test-particle case, Equation (5), after replacing e → √ 2Z and µ → µ 1 + µ 2 . Proceeding through exactly the same resonance optical depth formulation presented in Section 2.3 yields
as the generalization of Equation (10) when both planets are massive and/or eccentric. Similarly,
provides an approximate formula for the critical Z for the onset of chaos as the generalization of Equation (15).
When both planets are massive and/or eccentric, Z is not a strictly conserved quantity, but rather can vary on secular timescales. In principle, this means that planet pairs can evolve secularly from regions of phase space where resonances are initially not overlapped into overlapped regions. In practice, however, secular variations in Z are generally negligible because the linear combination of complex eccentricities that defines Z (Equation 16) is nearly identical to one of the secular eigen-modes of the two-planet system. The 4 A more precise statement of Hadden's result is as follows: if we define the complex quantities
where θ = arctan[(a 1 /a 2 ) 0.37 ] then the dynamics of nearby resonances will depend almost entirely on Z and are essentially independent of W. Throughout this paper Z really refers to that in the above matrix equation rather than the oversimplified form of Equation 16; but note that for period ratios interior to the 2:1 resonance, θ differs from π/4 by no more than 10% so that Z ≈
e 2 e iϖ 2 − e 1 e iϖ 1 provides an adequate approximation for most purposes. We will refer to W ≈
e 2 e iϖ 2 + e 1 e iϖ 1 as the average complex eccentricity. Figure 5. Chaotic structure of phase space as a function of period ratio and e/ecross for a test-particle subject to an exterior circular perturber with mass µ = 10 −5 . The color scale indicates the Lyapunov time of chaotic trajectories computed for a grid numerical integrations (see text for initial conditions). Integrations that led to a close encounter (within one Hill radius) were stopped early and are marked in bright yellow. Initial conditions determined to have tLy > 1300P are assumed regular and marked as gray. The blue separatrices and our red overlap criteria are repeated from Figure 1 . secular evolution of Z will be explored further by Hadden (in prep).
COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL RESULTS
We compare the prediction of our resonance overlap criterion with the results of numerical integrations in Figure 5 . All numerical integrations are done with the WHFast integrator (Rein & Tamayo 2015) based on the symplectic mapping algorithm of Wisdom & Holman (1991) and implemented in the REBOUND code Rein & Liu (2012) . Integration step sizes are set to 1/30th of the orbital period of the inner planet unless stated otherwise. To ensure that our results are not driven by numerical artifacts of our integration method, in Appendix B we compare results derived using the WHFast integrator with results obtained using the high-order, adaptive time step IAS15 routine (Rein & Spiegel 2015) implemented in the REBOUND code. The two methods show excellent agreement, indicating that our results are not affected by numerical artifacts.
Initial conditions for the top panel are chosen to be λ = λ = 0 and ϖ = 0; the bottom panel is the same, but with ϖ = π. The integrations lasted for 3000 planet orbits. To compute Lyapunov times we used the MEGNO chaos indicator (Cincotta et al. 2003 ) built into REBOUND. The MEGNO grows linearly at a rate of 1/t Ly , where t Ly is the Lyapunov time, for chaotic trajectories while asymptotically approaching a value of 2 for regular trajectories. Throughout the paper we report t Ly values estimated by simply dividing integration runtimes by MEGNO values. In the figure, trajectories with t Ly > 1300P are considered regular and plotted in gray. We are unable to detect chaos for initial conditions with longer Lyapunov times given the limited duration of our integrations. However, we find that longer integration runtimes, up to 10 6 orbits, do not significantly change the number of simulations classified as chaotic. Figure 5 shows that the analytic overlap criterion (τ res = 1) broadly agrees with the N-body results, predicting the transition to large-scale chaos as a function of eccentricity in the period range shown. The boundaries between regular and chaotic orbits in the top and bottom panels are similar, demonstrating that the onset of resonance overlap does not depend strongly on the initial orbital phase. There are at least two caveats to our overlap criterion: first, non-chaotic regions extend above the predicted overlap region in the top panel, most prominently for the first-order 3:2 and 4:3 resonances, but also at other odd-ordered MMRs. Our choice of initial conditions in the top panel of Figure 5 places the test particle near stable fixed points of these odd-order MMRs and regular regions of phase-space clearly remain near these fixed points even when the resonances are overlapped. Second, the curve τ res = 1 is not a sharp boundary. A mixture of chaotic and regular trajectories is generically expected in regions of marginal resonance overlap and the boundary between regular and chaotic phase-space exhibits fractal structure (e.g., Lichtenberg & Lieberman 1983) . Nonetheless, the heuristic resonance overlap criterion provides an excellent prediction for onset of chaos from a coarse-grained perspective. Figure 6 shows results for two massive planets. As we have argued, the threshold for chaos should depend on planet eccentricities only through the relative complex eccentricity Z, and not on the average complex eccentricity W (see footnote 4) To test this, each panel of Figure 6 displays numerical results on a grid computed from initial conditions that are identical except in their initial value of W. In all three cases, the boundary of chaos agrees quite well with the theoretical prediction. Even when W = 0.3, which is significantly bigger than the relative eccentricity in the plot, there is only a modest effect on the stability boundary seen in the simulations. Because the planets can have significant eccentricities when W is large, we use reduced time steps for the integrations shown in Figure 6 . The step size is chosen based on the initial eccentricity of the inner planet to be 1 30 2π/ḟ p , whereḟ p is the time derivative of the planet's true anomaly at pericenter.
Figures 7 and 8 compare our overlap criterion with suites of numerical simulations with a wide range of planet masses and spacings. The planets are equal mass and initial conditions are chosen so that λ = λ = 0, arg Z = 0, and W = 0. The transition to chaos is measured from numerical simulations by computing period-ratio/eccentricity grids similar to those shown in Figures 5 and 6 and identifying the minimum value of initial Z for a given period ratio that yields chaos (taken to mean MEGNO> 5 after a 3000 orbit integration, though our results are not sensitive to the choice of MEGNO threshold). Figure 7 shows that the onset of chaos occurs at Zs that are a decreasing fraction of the orbit-crossing value as the planets' masses are increased. In all cases, the numerical results broadly agree with our prediction. Figure 8 confirms that the scaling of the critical eccentricity with planet mass predicted by the optical depth method holds over a wide range of planet masses and spacings. Note that in Figure 8 points computed from wide range of masses are plotted at every value of (a/∆a) 4 (µ 1 + µ 2 ). This figure also shows excellent overall agreement with the analytic predictions of Equations (18) and (19).
ONSET OF CHAOS AND LONG-TERM STABILITY

Comparison with Other Stability Criteria
We compare our result for the onset of chaos in two-planet systems with some of the other stability criteria that appear in the literature (Figure 9 ). Wisdom (1980) derived a criterion for the onset of chaos based on resonance overlap for a test-particle subjected to a planetary perturber, both of which are nearly circular. When e is sufficiently small, only firstorder resonances have non-vanishing width (see Section 2.1). Therefore Wisdom considered only the overlap of first-order MMR's to derive his well-known µ 2/7 criterion. Deck et al. (2013) extended Wisdom's result to the case of two massive (but still circular) planets, predicting the transition to chaos occurs at a critical spacing (a 2 − a 1 )/a 1 ≈ 1.46(µ 1 + µ 2 ) 2/7 . The vertical purple line at P/P slightly greater than 7/8 in Figure 9 shows Deck et al. (2013) 's µ 2/7 prediction. As seen in that figure, their criterion works well at Z = 0. By contrast, since we ignore the peculiar low-e behavior of first-order MMR's our formula does not recover this result. Therefore our threshold for chaotic onset (Equation (19)) should be restricted to separations (a 2 − a 1 )/a 1 (µ 1 + µ 2 ) 2/7 . Deck et al. (2013) also account for eccentricities in their overlap criterion by generalizing the results of Mustill & Wyatt (2012) to include the eccentricity-dependence of first-order MMR widths. Mustill & Wyatt (2012) Deck et al. (2013) , is plotted as the non-vertical part of the purple curve in Figure 9 ; however, it significantly overpredicts the critical e because it ignores MMR's with k > 1. In particular, the k > 1 terms in Equation (10) defining τ res represent a fractional correction to the leading k = 1 term of > 50% for e > 0.09e cross .
A somewhat common practice in the literature is to presume that stability criteria derived for circular orbits can be applied to eccentric systems by simply replacing the critical semi-major axis separation, a 2 − a 1 , with the closest approach distance, a 2 (1 − e 2 ) − a 1 (1 + e 1 ). For example, Giuppone et al. (2013) propose such a 'semi-empirical' stability criterion as an extension Wisdom (1980) 's overlap criterion to eccentric planet pairs. Specifically, Giuppone et al. (2013) posit that a pair of anti-aligned orbits will be unstable if
2 ]. Their empirical criterion (slightly modified here to
2/7 so as to match Deck et al. (2013) 's prediction at Z = 0) is plotted as a green curve in Figure 9 and provides a fair approximation for the transition to chaos. Figure  10 compares our resonance overlap prediction (red curves) to contours of constant closest approach distance for an eccentric test-particle subject to an exterior perturber for three different perturber masses. The figure shows that, while our prediction matches the simulation results quite well, it cannot be reduced simply to a threshold on closest-approach distance that is independent of mass.
As described in the introduction, a number of empirical studies have derived relationships to predict the stability of multi-planet systems. These empirical relations are generally derived for systems of three or more planets and cast as predictions for the timescale for instability to occur as a function of planet spacings measured in mutual Hill radii. Directly comparing our analytic resonance overlap criterion to these empirical studies is difficult since our analytic criterion only applies to two-planet systems and yields a binary classification of systems as chaotic or regular without any instability timescale information. Nonetheless, we can make a couple of qualitative comparisons: first, we showed in Section 2 that the resonance optical depth and onset of chaos depends on planet spacing measured in units of µ 1/4 a. Presuming that mean-motion resonance overlap is responsible for chaos in higher-multiplicity systems, 5 planet separation 17) integrated for 3000 orbits of the outer planet. The planets are initialized with λ1 = λ2 = 0 and ImZ = 0. Chaotic trajectories are shown in white while regular trajectories appear black. More precisely, the background consists of a gray-scale spanning a narrow range of MEGNO values ranging from MEGNO≤ 2 (black; tLy 1500P2) to MEGNO≥ 6 (white; tLy 500P2). The narrow gray-scale range emphasizes the sharp transition from regular to chaotic orbits. Integrations that led to a close encounter within one Hill radius were stopped early and are also marked in white. The vertical axis shows the real component of the initial complex relative eccentricity Z; the imaginary component is zero. The onset of chaos predicted by Equations (18) and (19) are shown as red solid and dashed lines, respectively. The predicted onset of chaos does not depend on W and is the same in all three panels.
• measured in units of µ 1/4 a should be a better predictor of systems' stability than separations measured in Hill radii. Second, while most of the studies mentioned in the introduction focus on circular planetary systems, Pu & Wu (2015) explore the eccentricity-dependence of stability lifetimes. They find that more eccentric systems require slightly larger closestapproach distances in units of Hill radii to maintain the same stability lifetime as more circular systems. This trend is consistent with the prediction of our overlap criterion shown in Figure 10 : more eccentric systems require greater closestapproach distances to maintain regularity. measured in units of µ 1/4 a. Indeed, Quillen (2011) predicts that the degree of overlap of three-body resonances in three-planet systems scales with the planets' spacing measured in units of µ 1/4 a.
Overlap Criterion Whether or not a pair of planets is chaotic, their ultimate fate can sometimes be constrained by angular momentum and energy conservation laws. If those conservation laws forbid the pair from experiencing close encounters, the system is called Hill stable. In the circular restricted three-body problem, Hill stability is determined by the Jacobi constant. When a particle's Jacobi constant is greater than the Jacobi constant of a particle at the L 1 Lagrange point, then close encounters between the particle and perturbing mass are prohibited (Murray & Dermott 2000) . The consequences of Hill stability are evident in the distribution of initial conditions leading to close encounters in Figure 10 .
A generalization of Hill stability exists for systems of three massive, gravitationally interacting bodies (e.g., Marchal & Bozis 1982) . For two-planet systems with total energy E and angular momentum L, if the product L 2 E is greater than some critical value then close approaches between the planets are forbidden. Importantly, Hill stability does not preclude substantial changes in the planets' semi-major axes or even their ejection from the system. Gladman (1993) provides an analytic criterion for Hill stability, formulated in terms of the orbital elements of a planet pair. The solid orange line in Figure 9 shows his result (from his Equation 21). The threshold for Hill stability is quite different from that for chaotic onset, as we discuss below.
Long-term stability
We explore the relationship between the onset of chaos and long-term stability with two suites of numerical simulations run for 10 7 outer planet orbits. Figure 11 demonstrates that most systems that do not cross the threshold for chaos (i.e., that fall within our predicted red curves) exhibit little change in a over the course of the simulation. In contrast, orbits which are chaotic can experience two different fates: many of them experience close encounters (red 'x's), but many also exhibit relatively large changes in a throughout the duration of the simulations without ever experiencing close encounters or ejections (yellow-green squares). We attribute the boundary between the latter two behaviors as being due to Hill stability: the yellow-green squares are Hill stable, and the red crosses are not. Note that this true Hill stability boundary is roughly coincident with the prediction of Gladman but there is some discrepancy, which is presumably due to some of Gladman's approximations.
6 Systems such as the yellow-green squares that are chaotic yet do not experience close encounters have been referred to as "Lagrange unstable" (e.g., Deck et al. 2013) . (More precisely, "Lagrange unstable" refers to systems that experience significant semi-major axis variations, irrespective of whether or not they are Hill stable.) The Kepler-36 system provides an illustrative example (Carter et al. 2012; Deck et al. 2012 ): the two sub-Neptune planets, b and c, exhibit chaos with a Lyapunov time of only ∼10 years. Deck et al. (2012) find that, over the course of ∼ 10 7 years, ∼75% of their integrations exhibit > 10% variations in the planets' semi-major axes. The planet pair has presumably survived for a substantially longer time, suggesting it is Hill stable and protected from close encounters. We plot Kepler-36 b/c on Figure 8 using the planets' masses and eccentricities measured from transit 6 Specifically, Gladman's formula is given to leading order in (µ 1 + µ 2 ) 1/3 , neglecting terms of order ∝ µ 2/3 and higher in planet-star mass ratios. For the planets shown in Figure 11 this corresponds to fractional error of (3 × 10 −5 ) 1/2 ≈ 0.03. This estimated error is consistent with the percentlevel deviation in period ratio between Hill-stability boundary predicted by the orange curve in Figure 11 for Z = 0 (P/P ≈ 7/8) and the last yellowgreen square near Z = 0 (P/P ≈ 8/9). timing variations in Hadden & Lithwick (2017) . The planet pair lies very near our prediction for the onset of chaos. Finally, we note that failing the Hill criterion does not necessarily mean a planet pair is doomed to experience a close encounter; the system must be chaotic as well. Both panels of Figure 11 show regions of stable initial conditions that fail the Hill criterion (i.e., lie to the right of the orange curves) but are protected from close encounters by first-order resonances. Additionally, the bottom panel contains a significant swath of regular points with small Zs that fail the Hill criterion but remain stable.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We derived a new criterion for the threshold of instability in two-planet systems. The derivation was based on the idea that the onset of chaos, and therefore instability, occurs where resonances overlap in phase space. Our prediction for the test-particle eccentricity at which chaos first occurs in the restricted three-body problem is given by Equation (10) at τ res = 1 and is depicted as the solid red line in Figure 3 ; Equation (15) gives an adequate fitting formula for this critical eccentricity. Our prediction for the onset of chaos generalizes from the restricted problem to two massive and eccentric planets in a straightforward manner: one simply replaces test particle's eccentricity with the planets' relative eccentricity (Eq. 16) and the perturber's mass with the sum of the planets' masses. This yields Equation (18) with τ res = 1 as our criterion for the onset of chaos in two-planet systems with an adequate approximation given by Equation (19).
This work extends the past overlap criteria developed by Wisdom (1980) and Deck et al. (2013) for nearly circular planets to eccentric planet pairs. The 'optical depth' method adopted in Section 2.3 allowed us to consider resonances at all orders and extend these past criteria, which treated only first-order resonances. Figure 4 shows how our new criterion extends the range of parameters under which a two-planet system becomes chaotic.
The analytic overlap predictions were shown to successfully predict the onset of chaos seen in numerical simulations in Section 3 (Figures 5-8) . We also used the simulations to explore the conditions under which a chaotic system leads to planetary collisions.
The parameter regime studied in this paper, closely spaced planets with moderate eccentricities, is motivated by the observed exoplanet population. The results of this work serve as a starting point for better understanding the sources of chaos and instability in realistic systems. While our overlap criterion was derived assuming strictly coplanar planets, we expect that our criterion still approximately predicts the onset of chaos when inclinations (measured in radians) are small compared to eccentricities. In this regime, the disturbingfunction terms associated with any particular MMR will be Orbit Crossing Figure 9 . Chaotic phase space structure for a two-planet system with the same parameters as in the middle panel of Figure 6 . Different colored curves show the predictions of different stability criteria (see text). The gray curve shows orbit-crossing eccentricity values. Note that the background grid of white and black points are plotted at their initial P/P and e. That is why the black resonant tongues toward the right of the figure do not line up with the nominal positions of the first-order MMR's. (They do line up when we plot mean, rather than initial, orbital elements.) The resonance-overlap predictions have been corrected to account for the difference between the osculating and mean period ratio using a correction accounting for 0th order resonances. Figure 10. Chaotic phase space structure for a test-particle subject to external perturbers of three different masses. Lines of constant closest approach distance, a − a(1 + e), in units of Hill radii, RHill = a (µ /3) 1/3 are shown in blue. Various stability criteria are also plotted: our resonance overlap boundary (Eq. 10) in red, the Hill stability boundary in orange, and Wisdom (1980) 's resonance overlap boundary, interior to which chaos is predicted for all eccentricity values, indicated by a purple arrow. The semi-major axis separation, a − a, is shown by ticks on the top of each panel in units of RHill. The background gray-scale is the same as in Figure 6 with the addition that initial conditions leading to a close encounters (within a Hill radius) are marked in red. The Hill stability boundary separates initial conditions that could experience such an encounter from those that cannot based on conservation of the Jacobi constant.
dominated by the eccentricity-dependent terms. Additional development is likely necessary to predict the onset of chaos when inclinations are comparable in size to eccentricities.
Finally, we expect the formulae for resonance widths and the 'optical depth' formulation of resonance overlap derived in this paper will prove to be useful tools for understanding the onset of chaos in more complicated systems hosting three or more planets. Red 'x's and colored squares show the outcome of long-term numerical simulations that lasted 10 7 orbits of the outer planet. Red 'x's denote integrations that were stopped early after experiencing a close encounter. The purple/green color scale indicates, for systems that did not experience close encounters, the maximum fractional deviation in the inner planet's semimajor axis. In the top panel systems are initialized with W = 0 and in the bottom panel with W = 0.1. Orange curves indicate the Hill stability boundary from Gladman (1993) . Our resonance overlap boundary (Equation (18)) is plotted in red. The S j,k appearing in our resonance Hamiltonian (Equation 1) are defined via the following double Fourier expansion:
where ψ = λ − λ and M = λ − ϖ is the particle's mean anomaly. 7 Note that the argument of the cosine at a given j and k is j(λ − λ) + k(λ − ϖ), which is the same as in Eq. 1 after setting λ = t( j − k)/ j. Our goal is to determine an expression that can be used to compute S j,k . We compare the above expression with the Fourier expansion in terms of Laplace coefficients, b (Murray & Dermott 2000) . Since r/a and λ − θ in the latter expression depend only on e and M, we deduce that
The coefficients S j,k (α, e) can be computed exactly via numerical integration of Equation (A4).
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We will now derive an approximation in the limit of closely spaced planets. For a particle near a j: j − k resonance in this limit we have α ≈ 1 − 2k 3 j . We define y = e/e cross ≈ 3 j 2k e so that
. Inserting Equations (A5) and (A6) into Equation (A4) and using the approximation
1/2 (α) ≈ (2/π)K 0 ( j|1 − α|) for the Laplace coefficients, where K 0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind (Goldreich & Tremaine 1981) , we have
A.2. s k (y) to Leading Order in Eccentricity
We now derive the leading order term in y for s k as follows: first, we define ξ = ye iM and its complex conjugate, ξ * = ye −iM , as well as
7 Equation (A1) represents a Fourier expansion of the direct part of the disturbing function. The Fourier expansion of the indirect piece of the the disturbing function, a −2 r cos(λ − θ), only contains cosine terms ∝ cos(ψ + kM). These Fourier harmonics, which have j = 1 in Equation (A1), do not contribute to the MMRs considered in this paper and therefore we ignore the indirect piece of the disturbing function. 8 To make the integrand an explicit function of the integration variable, we introduce the eccentric anomaly u to write r = a(1 − e cos u), M = u − e sin u, cos(θ − ϖ) = cos u−e 1−e cos u and sin(θ − ϖ) = √ 1−e 2 sin u 1−e cos u (e.g., Murray & Dermott 2000) , which yields
We may then rewrite Equation (A7) as
In the large-k limit we approximate K 0 (x) ≈ 
where we have used Stirling's approximation k k k! ≈ e k / √ 2πk and replaced the sum in Equation (A10) with its large-k limit, √ 2, to derive Equation (A11). The Hamiltonian model used in Section 2.1 to derive the width of a j: j − k MMR included only the single cosine term, S j,k (α, e) cos(φ), where φ = jψ + kM, from the Fourier expansion in Eq. (A1). A proper treatment of the resonant dynamics should really include all terms of the form S n j,nk (α, e) cos(nφ) with n = 1, 2, ... from the Fourier expansion. The sum of all these terms is simply the Fourier representation of the averaged disturbing function, i.e., 
which can be computed numerically by setting λ = φ − k j M and evaluating r and θ as functions of M in the integrand. We follow the methods of Morbidelli et al. (1995) to compute resonance widths using the averaged disturbing functionR(φ; α, e). Briefly, this is done as follows: first we reduce the Hamiltonian via a canonical transformation to a single degree-of-freedom system that depends on φ and its conjugate momentum, I, as well as a conserved quantity, K, as in Section 2.1. Next, for a given K, we identify the Hamiltonian contour in the I − φ plane corresponding to the separatrix and determine its maximum width. Finally, the pair of points on the separatrix at its maximum width are converted to a pair of points in the a-e plane. Repeating this procedure over a range of Ks allows us to construct resonance widths in the a-e plane. In Figure 12 we compare numerically computed resonance widths with the prediction of the simplified "single-harmonic" model. The agreement between the single-harmonic model and numerically computed resonance widths is quite good, justifying our use of the single-harmonic model resonance widths to calculate the resonance optical depth.
For completeness, we mention that Ferraz-Mello & Sato (1989) also develop numerical techniques for computing Hamiltonian models of resonant motion at high eccentricities. Their method is similar to Morbidelli et al. (1995) 's method described above, except that, before conducting a numerical average, they first expand the un-averaged disturbing function in a double Taylor series in the variables e cos φ and e sin φ about a specified libration center. 9 Holman & Murray (1996) derive an approximation for the disturbing function coefficients of high-order resonances similar to Equation (A11). We find that introducing the complex variable ξ greatly simplifies their original derivation. While Holman & Murray (1996) 's formula similarly predicts S j,k ∝ e ecross k , their final expression contains a slightly different numerical pre-factor than Equation (A11). We find good agreement when comparing our approximation, Equation (A11), to values of S j,k computed exactly via Equation (A4) indicating Holman & Murray (1996) 's derived expression contains an error. Eq. 5 Figure 12 . A comparison between resonance widths computed via the single-harmonic approximation versus numerical averaging for resonances up to fourth order between the 3:2 and 4:3 MMRs. Blue lines show single-harmonic model resonance separatrices computed using Equation (5) (with S j,k given by Equation (A4)). Black lines show resonance separatrices computed via numerical averaging following the methods of Morbidelli et al. (1995) . Equation (5) does not capture the special behavior of first-order resonances near e = 0, where the separatrix wide of the nominal resonance location disappears as seen in resonance widths computed via numerical averaging.
B. COMPARISON OF INTEGRATION METHODS
Here we explore whether numerical artifacts influence the results in Section 3 obtained with the Wisdom-Holman integrator, WHFast implemented by Rein & Tamayo (2015) . Overlapping resonances between the integration time step and a planet pairs' synodic period can cause spurious chaotic behavior in integrations using the Wisdom-Holman algorithm, especially for closely spaced planets like those considered here (Wisdom & Holman 1992) . Eccentric orbits can also lead to artificial chaos if the time step is not small enough resolve perihelion passage (Rauch & Holman 1999; Wisdom 2015) . Wisdom (2015) finds that a step size of 1/20 of the perihelion passage timescale, defined as T p = 2π/ḟ p whereḟ p is the rate of change of the true anomaly at pericenter, is typically adequate to resolve perihelion passage. Our choice of time step, 1/30th the inner planet's orbital period, provides 20 or more steps for eccentricities up to e = 0.2 or, equivalently, a combined eccentricity Z ≈ √ 2e = 0.3 (assuming W = 0). Thus, our time step should be adequate for most of the parameter space considered in Section 3. To ensure that our results are not driven by artificial chaos induced by our numerical method we compare the results obtained with the WHFast integrator with the high-order, adaptive-timestep IAS15 integrator (Rein & Spiegel 2015) . Figure 13 shows the result of this comparison. Each panel shows a MEGNO map in period ratio versus √ 2Z/e cross for a pair of equal-mass planets. Integrations are run for 3000 orbits of the inner planet or until a close encounter within one mutual Hill radius, a 2 (2µ/3) 1/3 , occurs. Planets are initialize with λ 1 = λ 2 = 0, and eccentricities and longitudes of perihelia such that arg(Z) = 0 and W = 0. All WHFast integrations are conducted with a time step of 1/30th the inner planet's initial orbital period. All IAS15 integrations are conducted with the precision parameter, b , set to its default value, b = 10 −9 (see Rein & Spiegel 2015) . The integration methods show good agreement across the broad range of planet masses, eccentricities, and spacings plotted in Figure 13 . Figure 13 . A comparison between MEGNO maps computed with the IAS15 integration scheme, shown in the left column, and the symplectic WHFast, shown in the right column. A different planet-star mass ratios, µ, is shown in each row. The color scheme is the same as in Figure 6 , with chaotic trajectories in white and regular trajectories shown in black. Initial conditions and details of the numerical methods are described in the text.
